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About This Game

The Botanist is an optimistic game about growing plants and becoming independent, where every word in the world is a seed
that grows a unique plant.

You are let go from your job, with very little compensation and even less in the bank. You choose to see this as an opportunity.
To finally take the time to try and reach your dream of becoming a botanist. Work hard and believe in yourself, and you can

achieve your goals.

Key Features

Complete customer requests and build your reputation, to try to become a professional Botanist.

Curate a seed catalogue all of your own, where every word will grow a unique plant.

Choose words that mean something to you. Your loved ones, pets, or favourite places.

Collect varied pots and vases to create displays that suit you and your clients.

Commemorate your favourite arrangements with your camera, and cherish the memories forever.

Chill out to an original soundtrack by Robert Paul Allen
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The Background

One night, in mid 2016, I (James Biddulph, Developer) couldn't sleep, so I got up and made a little garden simulator. I was
stressed out, and living in the city, but nature and open, green spaces, always helps to calm me down. I didn't think much of it at
the time, but I made the game generate a random plant based upon a random word. It was super rough, and didn't look great, but

I was just making it to take my mind off things.

I showed this little game to a few people, and it seemed to connect with them. I noticed that people would always do very similar
things the first time that they played. They would type in their own name, their pets name, loved ones etc, to see what kind of
plant would grow. It was amazing to see them connect the plant to the person. Maybe the plant was very chaotic and messy,

which made them think of their cat, or tall and graceful like their partner.

I saw this happen with enough different people to convince me that I should turn this idea into a full game. I hope that it
connects with more people, and maybe even helps you if you are having a hard time, like the original prototype did with me.
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Recommended, this add-on version, not the base Steam Edition game, BUT… For new players, well the game is technically a bit
obsolete in some ways, but works fine, only there are some confusing text mistakes and I think that the naval battles are tricky to
play well manually, but you can let computer compute it (I did it in the end always).
For players of Patrician III, the game is much simpler, but offers some new things too (land routes and cities later in game after
fulfilling some tasks from kingdoms). I like the easier way to sell and buy, but that is only the UI. On the other hand you don't
take care about ammo for your ships, don't equip the ships with weapons, only upgrade them, hire sailors and that is it. You still
can lend money or take a loan, but you cannot easily manage it, you can do it only, if it is offered to you by someone in tavern
like the other tasks.
If you want to build a house/factory or order a ship, you pay always the same price and then the producer buys the material from
city, so it creates the demand and you can sell your material, if you own it. You don't set a rent for your houses and you don't
decide if you build patrician house or cheap house. They are automatically upgraded according to the population.
You have lack of information, what do some events have effect on the city. And there are funny small bugs (well don't know
about Patrician III, but Port Royale had a lot of them too), like that the port is frozen, you have there a patrol ship, still getting
income, and it can be attacked by pirate:-), but cannot leave the city. So in fact it is nice cheating if ice catches you in port, just
provide the convoy as a patrol until the port is free, to not lose much money.
My biggest complaints are to the graphics, because yes, it can be nice to look in 3D on the city and that you don't have there a
grid for buildings, but it still is very simplified and you use it only sometimes to enjoy the view. And even though the cities don't
share same layouts like in Patrician III, there are still few similar layouts with a little difference. And the world map is ugly.
Second complaint is to the naval battles. They are tricky to play correctly. I gave up. In Patrician III I was good, I could win
almost each battle, but here I could lose completely everything easily, because the UI is bad.. Freebie is a game that is REALLY
EASY and fun if you play cassually. I got the badge for this game on my second day of playing it and got a 100 % on this game.
FREEBIE IS NOT FREE THOUGH JUST REMEMBER THAT. This game is nothing special and I got a coupon on this game
so yeah. I give this game 7/10.. Most of the puzzles are simple but some of them took me a while. Enjoyable graphic, music and
gameplay. I like tetrislook pieces if you are bored and want to try something simplier this game is for you. +/-6h to get 100%
achievs.. No rebind/remap keys option! I am not on that damn WASD, so i just can't play. Also game won't closes itself upon
quit. You need to end process in Task Manger. Waste of money! 0/10.... the atmosphere is amazing, so is the sound design!

worth playing for sure!

i personally had some trouble figuring out what to do next sometimes but that's just because i usually never play puzzle games i
guess.

recommended!. If you ever read John Keegan’s “The First World War” or Heinz Guderian’s “Achtung Panzer”, this mod
encapsulates the horror and tragedy of industrial age warfare that was World War 1.

What's great about this mod:

+Top-notch attention to detail. Everything is meticulously modelled and historically accurate from machineguns to field guns.
Camo patterns of the tanks are correct, too.
+ Infantry combat shines. As anything mechanized only appears late game,small unit tactics takes center stage during the early
phases of the game. Infantry combat is more compelling than CoH 1 or 2, in my opinion.
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+ Positional warfare. This is the beauty of the game. It forces the player to fight and win battles using inadequate means. Tanks
are slow and cumbersome. Infantry are cut to ribbons by automatic weapons, gas and shell easily.
+ Combined arms. This was the era where the prototypical combined arms battle was developed. You may find inspiration from
the battles of Cambrai, Soissons and Amiens. But, do not expect to recreate the deep battle theory or blitzkrieg as espoused by
Tukhachevsky and Guderian, respectively.

Some criticisms:

-As mentioned, this is just a mod. So, the weaknesses of CoH 1 are present here as well like less than optimal unit pathing and
poor AI
-Some bugs like units getting stuck.
-Some balancing issues. Doctrinal tank call-ins(Buetepanzer/MarkV/Whippets) should have fuel cost or caps. Field guns should
have better bombardment range than mortars.
-This game could use more units like the LK II and Medium B tanks.
-Absence of the foremost Entente nation: the French
. Well this one is going into my favourites category. I ended up buying the dlc's for full price because after about 5h of
gameplay I realised that there was no way I was not going to finish this one on the first go.
I'm 50h in and I am about midway through the game.
IMHO this game is way more addictive and fun than its predecessor.
Once I finish this and pat myself on the back, I hope the 3rd one will be out already :)
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It's pretty good. $20 for something that should be in the game already...

almost like blackmail :) If you don't pay us $20, you're stuck in the nation you chose when you created your character. A
charming little rogue-lite.

The basic gameplay loop is familiar from similar post-apocalyptic titles: move around, scrounge for food and materials you can
use for crafting, avoid fights is possible. There is a nice backstory going on which drives the game, unlike true rogue-likes. The
portraits look good, the dialogues are well-written, and combat is not bad. There is RPG-style character development and choice-
based mini-adventures.

. Oh my God, what the hell is this? This is a game? Seriously guys, what have you done? After 5-10 minutes my eyes, was like
boiled eggs. NO JOKE. My eyes HURTS. I don't even understand what i'm playing! I can't see my stats, I can't change my class
properly, i can't PLAY this "game".. Then i voted on greenlight for this game, i expected WAAAAAAAAAAAY better game.
But this.. this is JUST TERRIBLE. Thank God, i got this on giveaway.. Guys, if you reading this - DO NOT PLAY THIS!
SAVE YOUR EYES. And money.. NEVER AGAIN!. no online ? really !!. Hmmm game was ayt but i got kinda eh at the end
so thats tha. It brings the old days when I played this on ps2. :D. This game holds a lot of promise, and is a fun hack and slash
through and through with only a few small problems. For a cheap game with a small dev team they really did impressive work.
The story isn't bad, and i genuinely enjoyed a few of the characters, but this games fun doesn't come from the story, as while its
somewhat enjoyable, but it isn't something that you'll remember very well, but gameplay, that's the star here.

The gameplay of both playable characters are very enjoyable and different in how you approach combos, Asaru has a wide array
of skills, with his briefcase allowing quick successive hits, his cards can be used as explosive shots to launch enemies and
continue combos, and his umbrella which feels very Vergil-esque in how it plays, and all these moves flow well together, and the
Overclock usable by both characters allows you to move at super speeds, and slows enemies down, this allows for small bursts to
follow up what would otherwise be a combo ender. Amelia plays different, as she has her fists and pistol, and her meter she
builds up, which can be used for certain moves, including a ground punch that does massive damage, the easiest way to build up
her meter is to parry, but keeping up the offense also works, she has a array of punches and kicks that allow for variety, and the
pistol can be used DMC style to hold an enemy in mid air during a combo, and an unlockable staff that frankly I didn't find all
that fun or useful, but its more to her depth, even if she was good enough without it.

All in all, anybody who wants a fast paced, hack and slash game with good gameplay should give this game a shot.. Lots of fun!
Love the low poly graphics and the music is top notch and atmospheric! Really enjoy exploring all the planets! very chill game!
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